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About us:

Salon Indah is a full service salon with one-ofkind style that accompanies our friendly and
down to earth atmosphere. Over the past 25
years, we’ve built a committed clientele of all
ages that include both men and women.
We have professional staff of stylists who
specialize in a wide range of services.
Stop by for a free consultation
and a glass of Sangria or hot tea.

Our services includes:

Haircuts, Colors, Perms, Brazilian & Keratin Smoothing
Treatments, Hair Extensions, Nail Services.

• Organic color and product available
• 25 years same location
• You’ll enjoy our casual relaxed atmosphere
• Dedicated stylist committed to providing
high end & quality services
• $5.00 off deep condition treatment

Free
Haircut
with color service,
1st time clients
*Mention this ad

562.498.1557 • 189 Argonne Ave., Long Beach, CA 90803 • www.SalonIndah.com
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According to an April 6 article on CNBC.com, Spain is slated to become
the first country in Europe to introduce a universal basic income
(UBI) on a long-term basis. Spain’s Minister for Economic Affairs has
announced plans to roll out a UBI “as soon as possible,” with the goal
of providing a nationwide basic wage that supports citizens “forever.”
Guy Standing, a research professor at the University of London, told
CNBC that there was no prospect of a global economic revival without
a universal basic income. “It’s almost a no-brainer,” he said. “We are
going to have some sort of basic income system sooner or later ….”
“Where will the government find the money?” is no longer a valid
objection to providing an economic safety net for the people. The
government can find the money in the same place it just found more
than $5 trillion for Wall Street and Corporate America: the central bank
can print it. In an April 9 post commenting on the $1.77 trillion handed
to Wall Street under the CARES Act, Wolf Richter observed, “If the
Fed had sent that $1.77 Trillion to the 130 million households in the
US, each household would have received $13,600. But no, this was
helicopter money exclusively for Wall Street and for asset holders.”
- Ellen Brown
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gold proponent Mike Maloney complained on an April 16
podcast:
“Typing extra digits into computers does not make
us wealthy. If this insane theory of printing money for almost
everyone on a permanent basis takes hold, the value of the
dollars in your purse or pocketbook will … just continue to
erode …. I just want someone to explain to me how this is
going to work.”
Having done quite a bit of study on that, I thought I
would take on the challenge. Here is how and why a central
bank-financed UBI can work without eroding the dollar.

ccording to an April 6 article on CNBC.com, In a Debt-Based System, the Consumer Economy Is
Spain is slated to become the first country in Chronically Short of Money
Europe to introduce a universal basic income
First, some basics of modern money. We do not have
(UBI) on a long-term basis. Spain’s Minister for a fixed and stable money system. We have a credit system, in
Economic Affairs has announced plans to roll out a UBI “as which money is created and destroyed by banks every day.
soon as possible,” with the goal of providing a nationwide Money is created as a deposit when the bank makes a loan
basic wage that supports citizens “forever.” Guy Standing, a and is extinguished when the loan is repaid, as explained
research professor at the University of London, told CNBC in detail by the Bank of England. When fewer loans are
that there was no prospect of
being created than are being
a global economic revival
repaid, the money supply
without a universal basic
shrinks, a phenomenon
income. “It’s almost a nocalled “debt deflation.”
brainer,” he said. “We are
Deflation
then
triggers
going to have some sort of
recession and depression.
basic income system sooner
The term “helicopter money”
or later ….”
was coined to describe the
“Where
will
cure for that much-feared
the government find the
syndrome. Economist Milton
money?” is no longer a valid
Friedman said it was easy
objection to providing an
to cure a deflation: just print
economic safety net for the
money and rain it down from
people. The government can
helicopters on the people.
find the money in the same
Our money supply is
place it just found more than
in a chronic state of deflation,
$5 trillion for Wall Street
due to the way money comes
and Corporate America: the
into existence. Banks create
central bank can print it. In
the principal but not the
an April 9 post commenting
interest needed to repay their
on the $1.77 trillion handed
loans, so more money is
to Wall Street under the
always owed back than was
– Ellen Brown
CARES Act, Wolf Richter
created in the original loans.
observed, “If the Fed had
Thus debt always grows
sent that $1.77 Trillion to the 130 million households in the faster than the money supply.
US, each household would have received $13,600. But no,
When the debt burden grows so large that borrowers
this was helicopter money exclusively for Wall Street and cannot take on more, they pay down old loans without taking
for asset holders.”
out new ones and the money supply shrinks or deflates.
“Helicopter money” – money simply issued by Critics of this “debt virus” theory say the gap between debt
the central bank and injected into the economy – could and the money available to repay can be filled through the
be used in many ways, including building infrastructure, “velocity of money.” Debts are repaid over time, and if the
capitalizing a national infrastructure and development bank, payments received collectively by the lenders are spent
providing free state university tuition, or funding Medicare, back into the economy, they are collectively available to the
social security, or a universal basic income. In the current debtors to pay their next monthly balances. The flaw in this
crisis, in which a government-mandated shutdown has left argument is that money created as a loan is extinguished
households more vulnerable than at any time since the Great on repayment and is not available to be spent back into the
Depression, a UBI seems the most direct and efficient way economy. Repayment zeros out the debit by which it was
to get money to everyone who needs it. But critics argue created, and the money just disappears.
that it will just trigger inflation and collapse the dollar. As
Another problem with the “velocity of money”

The mandated

shutdown from
the coronavirus has

exacerbated the debt

crisis, but the

economy was suffering
from an unprecedented

buildup of debt
well before that.
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argument is that lenders don’t typically spend their profits
back into the consumer economy. In fact, we have two
economies – the consumer/producer economy where goods
and services are produced and traded, and the financialized
economy where money chases “yields” without producing
new goods and services. The financialized economy is
essentially a parasite on the real economy, and it now
contains most of the money in the system. In an unwritten
policy called the “Fed put,” the central bank routinely
manipulates the money supply to prop up financial markets.
That means corporate owners and investors can make more
and faster money in the financialized economy than by
investing in workers and equipment. Bankers, investors and
other “savers” put their money in stocks and bonds, hide it in
offshore tax havens, send it abroad, or just keep it in cash. At
the end of 2018, US corporations were sitting on $1.7 trillion
in cash, and 70% of $100 bills were held overseas.
Meanwhile the producer/consumer economy is
left with insufficient investment and insufficient demand.
According to a July 2017 paper from the Roosevelt
Institute called “What Recovery? The Case for Continued
Expansionary Policy at the Fed:” GDP remains well below
both the long-run trend and the level predicted by forecasters
a decade ago. In 2016, real per capita GDP was 10% below
the Congressional Budget Office’s (CBO) 2006 forecast,
and shows no signs of returning to the predicted level.
The report showed that the most likely explanation
for this lackluster growth was inadequate demand. Wages
were stagnant; and before producers would produce, they
needed customers knocking on their doors.
In ancient Mesopotamia, the gap between debt and
the money available to repay it was corrected with periodic
debt “jubilees” --- forgiveness of loans that wiped the slate
clean. But today the lenders are not kings and temples. They
are private bankers who don’t engage in debt forgiveness
because their mandate is to maximize shareholder profits,
and because by doing so they would risk insolvency
themselves. But there is another way to avoid the debt gap,
and that is by filling it with regular injections of new debtfree money.
How Much Money Needs to Be Injected to Stabilize the
Money Supply?
The mandated shutdown from the coronavirus has
exacerbated the debt crisis, but the economy was suffering
from an unprecedented buildup of debt well before that. A
UBI would address the gap between consumer debt and the
money available to repay it; but there are equivalent gaps
for business debt, federal debt, and state and municipal debt,
leaving room for quite a bit of helicopter money before
debt deflation would turn into inflation. Looking just at the
consumer debt gap, in 2019 80% of US households had to
borrow to meet expenses (Lance Roberts, Seeking Alpha,
December 2019).
After the 2008 financial crisis, income and debt
combined were not sufficient to fill the gap. By April 2019,
about one-third of student loans and car loans were defaulting
or had already defaulted. The predictable result was a
growing wave of personal bankruptcies, bank bankruptcies,
Issue 76
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and debt deflation. By 2019 the gap between annual real
disposable income and the cost of living was over $15,000
per person, and the annual deficit that could not be filled
even by borrowing was over $3,200.
Assume, then, a national dividend dropped directly
into people’s bank accounts of $1,200 per month or $14,200
per year. This would come close to the average $15,000
needed to fill the gap between real disposable income and
the cost of living. If the 80% of recipients needing to borrow
to meet expenses used the money to repay their consumer
debts (credit cards, student debt, medical bills, etc.), that
money would void out debt and disappear. These loan
repayments (or some of them) could be made mandatory
and automatic. The other 20% of recipients, who don’t need
to borrow to meet expenses, would not need their national
dividends for that purpose either. Most would save it or
invest it in non-consumer markets. And the money that was
actually spent on consumer goods and services would help
fill the 10% gap between real and potential GDP, allowing
supply to rise with demand, keeping prices stable. The end
result would be no net increase in the consumer price index.
The current economic shutdown will necessarily
result in shortages, and the prices of those commodities
can be expected to inflate; but it won’t be the result of
“demand/pull” inflation triggered by helicopter money. It
will be “cost/push” inflation from factory closures, supply
disruptions, and increased business costs.
International Precedents
Critics of central bank money injections point to the
notorious hyperinflations of history – in Weimar Germany,
Zimbabwe, Venezuela, etc. These disasters, however, were
not caused by government money-printing to stimulate the
economy. According to Prof. Michael Hudson, who has
studied the question extensively, “Every hyperinflation in
history has been caused by foreign debt service collapsing
the exchange rate. The problem almost always has resulted
from wartime foreign currency strains, not domestic
spending.”
For contemporary examples of governments
injecting new money to fund domestic growth, we can look
to China and Japan. In the last two decades, China’s M2
money supply grew from 11 trillion yuan to 194 trillion
yuan, a nearly 1,800% increase. Yet the average inflation
rate of its Consumer Price Index hovered between 2% and
3% during that period. The flood of money injected into
the economy did not trigger an inflationary crisis because
China’s GDP grew at the same fast clip, allowing supply
and demand to rise together. Another factor was the Chinese
propensity to save. As incomes went up, the percent of
income spent on goods and services went down.
In Japan, the massive stimulus programs called
“Abenomics” have been funded through bond purchases
by the Japanese central bank. The Bank of Japan has now
“monetized” nearly half the government’s debt, injecting
new money into the economy by purchasing government
bonds with yen created on the bank’s books. If the US Fed
did that, it would own $12 trillion in US government bonds,
over three times the $3.6 trillion in Treasury debt it holds
10

now. Yet Japan’s inflation rate remains stubbornly below
the BOJ’s 2% target. Deflation continues to be a greater
concern in Japan than inflation, despite unprecedented debt
monetization by its central bank.
UBI and Fears of the “Nanny State”
Wary critics warn that a UBI is the road to
totalitarianism, the “cashless society,” dependence on the
“nanny state,” and mandatory digital IDs. But none of those
outcomes need accompany a UBI. It does not make people
dependent on the government, so long as they can work.
It is just supplementary income, similar to the dividends
investors get from their stocks. A UBI does not make people
lazy, as numerous studies have shown. To the contrary, they
become more productive than without it. And a UBI does
not mean cash would be eliminated. Over 90% of the money
supply is already digital. UBI payments can be distributed
digitally without changing the system we have.
A UBI can serve the goals both of fiscal policy,
providing a vital safety net for citizens in desperate times,
and of monetary policy, by stabilizing the money supply.
The consumer/producer economy actually needs regular
injections of helicopter money to remain sustainable,
stimulate economic productivity, and avoid deflationary
recessions.
Ellen Brown is an attorney, chair of the Public Banking Institute, and
author of thirteen books including Web of Debt, The Public Bank Solution,
and Banking on the People: Democratizing Money in the Digital Age.
EllenBrown.com.
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the threat not only continues but increases in its ability to
render society further harm.
And in the end? The last great pandemic was the
1918 influenza that killed an estimated 20 to 50 million
victims worldwide, including some 675,000 Americans. By
the summer of 1919, the flu pandemic came to an end as the
world—and America in particular—shrugged its collective
and went on with life as if nothing happened. The
ohn
y de
a r n a r d shoulders
1920s roared in and…and the rest is history. The lessons
o doubt, the current pandemic that plagues of social distancing, masks, testing, and staying at home
the world will pass. How and when remains a faded from memory, as well they should have. We have
mystery at this writing, but if history holds any seen this phenomenon repeated in history. One example
clues as to the outcome it is this: the indomi- was the events following the Civil War. The majority of
table will to survive will once again come to our rescue. Americans gave a collective shrug of the shoulder and went
This is not to deny the facts that require our effort and the on with life. This was understandable, but certain problems
need for compliance with basic proven principals—that we have persisted ever since—the aftermath of slavery and the
wear masks, practice social
prevalence of social injusdistancing, and avoid large
tices based on racism. For
gatherings. These measures
155 years, since the end of
combined
with
several
the Civil War, this denial of
separate, competing, and
fact has plagued the nation
promising
worldwide
and denied us all equal
endeavors to come up with
justice under the law.
a vaccine will eventually
This could have and
defeat the virus. This result
should have been avoided.
of the community of mankind
A similar collective
acting in concert to end the
shrug of the shoulders,
pandemic reinforces the
should it follow the end of
concept of humanity’s indomthe current pandemic, would
itable will to survive.
prove not only foolish but
Already there is
dangerous. We may actually
a remarkable amount of
look back on the pandemic
information regarding the
of 2020 with fondness and
novel coronavirus and the
longing from a future date
COVID-19 disease it causes.
that affords less quality of
Regardless
of
political
life than we are presently
posturing and finger pointing,
experiencing in the midst of
the origin of the malady has
it. During this pandemic, for
been reliably traced. More
the most part, we have had
remarkable are the details
electricity, food, a home to
explaining the different
shelter in, social services
– John Hyde Barnard
coronaviruses that have
that range from medical,
triggered serious outbreaks
sanitation, and policing to
recently—from the common cold to SARS and MERS as information provided by the internet, news gathering and
well as our present pandemic, A SARS-CoV-2.
dissemination, weather forecasts, and entertainment, albeit
These detailed facts explain how the virus invades the not live.
human body and the resulting immune system response. The
This may not be the case if we continue on our
strength and weakness of each respective combatant in this present course with regard to a threat that is substantiated
battle against the virus and its glycan “sugar” spikes—from by tried and true methods, research, and facts. This threat is
antibodies, T-cells, messenger cells, and sensor proteins, all global warming.
the way up the evolutionary ladder to the frontline workers
As we have witnessed the negative results of
who risk their own health and well-being to individuals those who denied the seriousness of the threat posed by
who collect our refuse, stock our food shelves and handle the COVID-19 pandemic, there are those who refuse to
other essential tasks while many of us hunker in our homes understand the full impact of the looming threat of global
to lessen the spread of the virus—relies on a clear under- warming and its primary cause––carbon burning.
standing of the threat. It is a true community effort based on
The phenomenon of global warming is based on
tried and true methods, research and facts.
the premise that the basic science of continued, unrestricted,
These facts afford us the opportunity and means to and unregulated use of fossil fuels to fulfill energy needs and
overcome the threat. However, when the facts are denied, the resultant greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are the leading
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cause of the earth’s rapidly changing climate. Research and
scientific thought supports this conclusion. It is fact.
It is easy to deny facts, but in the end…reality wins.
The reality of global warming is evident in the following:
• Fact: The ice caps are melting due to increased levels
		 of carbon in the atmosphere.
• Fact: The rising seas have begun to inundate the
		 coastal cities, from Miami, Norfolk, and Washington,
		 D.C. in the United States to Venice, the Maldives
		 islands, and numerous other municipalities
		 worldwide. In Miami alone, the projected cost in
		 exposed assets that would be affected by coastal
		 flooding are estimated at $416.29 billion!
• Fact: The increased spread of contagious disease
		 is directly attributable to global warming. For
		 example, dengue fever, West Nile virus, and Lyme
		disease.
• Fact: The steady rise in temperatures worldwide are a
		 reflection of global warming.
• Fact: The increase in the frequency and ferocity of
		 wild fires is related to global warming.
• Fact: Changes in normal precipitation leading to
		 flooding and droughts.
• Fact: Disruptions in food and energy sources that
		 cause pestilence, disease, wars, and mass migration.
		 The Syrian Civil War is a case in point.
It is a matter that can no longer be ignored without
dire consequences. To continue with political posturing and
misinformation perpetrated by climate deniers in the face
of the undeniable fact that global warming is based on an
abundance of scientific research and conclusions built on
a solid framework of observations and facts only prolongs
the inevitable.
Yet, it is correctable.
One visible aspect concerning global warming
with regard to the current pandemic is to witness the impact
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of not polluting the atmosphere with carbon emissions.
The ability of nature to begin the process of cleaning the
atmosphere, along with effects on the quality of water and
climate, is striking. This cannot be ignored.
However, the desire to regain the lifestyle that we
persisted in prior to the outbreak of the pandemic will prove to
have a deleterious effect on the possibility of a better future.
What must be considered are the consequences of
not seeking solutions to the continued carbon burning on
the scale that has occurred. To do otherwise, to continue to
deny the fact of global warming, will only result in a drastic
erosion of life as we know it.
An alarmist claim? There is no foolproof predictor
of future events; to suggest otherwise would be foolish and
unwise. But we can draw reasonable conclusions based
on evidence, cause and effect, and established scientific
theories that have a basis in fact. A comparison of different
scenarios of life vis-à-vis the pandemic and the scenario
that might result of a further denial of the threat of climate
change might be informative.
In our present dilemma, we have a home to repair
to, electricity to provide refrigeration, heating, and lighting,
and social services—from garbage pickup and sewage
systems to police and medical. Although we are experiencing a pandemic and serious disruptions to our personal
and civil lives, consider a day experienced in the near future
that could result from the continued unrestricted burning of
fossil fuels.
A family is stuck on the side of the road, their car
a useless heap of metal and plastic, that is rendered useless
due to the breakdown in fuel supplies and parts needed to
maintain the vehicle. They are begging for food, as there are
shortages and breakdowns supply. A fire is raging nearby,
out of control due to the ferocity of the flames fueled by
the dry climate and the inadequate response from the fire
department due to the disruption of emergency services.
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They could walk home were it not for the fact that home
no longer exists, and even if they had a home it would be
devoid of electricity and gas and vulnerable to marauding
gangs because the police department has also undergone a
collapse. Alarmist? Maybe. Possibly.
The fact is that scenarios like this are already being
experienced by many in the world due to flooding, crop
failure, and the resultant upheavals in civil society that
result in plagues, wars, and mass migrations. The key fact
is that many of these situations can be traced back to the
impact caused by global warming.
The effects of this climate change, if left unheeded,
will continue and increase in velocity and ferocity. There
is no doubt or debate concerning the fate that awaits us. In
the near future, we may look back on the novel coronavirus
pandemic and long for “the good ‘ol days.”
However, it is avoidable. We have the opportunity
to avoid the possibility of such a draconian future.
It depends on our indomitable will to survive and
our propensity to act in concert to solve problems. If, as
is now occurring, we can come together and seek relief
from the pandemic, demand the truth about slavery, and
seek an end to racism, then it is possible to demand that the
facts of global warming be presented so that we can find a
remedy––before it is too late.
John Hyde Barnard is an L.A.-based writer, historian, and musician. His
short story “The Lot” was a recent winner of the Jerry Jazz Musician
Short Fiction Contest.
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COVID-19 EXPOSED
“AMERICAN
EXCEPTIONALISM”

the use of the phrase in just the first few years of the 2010s
compared with the previous decades. Song cited a study that
showed this massive increase:
“Exceptionalist discourse is on the rise in American
politics. Terrence McCoy (2012) found that the term
‘American exceptionalism’ appeared in US publications 457
times between 1980 and 2000, climbing to 2,558 times in the
times in 2010-12.”
a n i e l
a r i s o n 2000s andThe4,172
more that U.S. policies have proved “American
as the time come to bury the conceit of American exceptionalism” to be a pernicious myth at odds with reality,
exceptionalism? In an article for the American the more we have heard the phrase used to defend those
edition of The Spectator, Quincy Institute policies. Republican hawks began the decade by accusing
President Andrew Bacevich concludes just that: Obama of not believing in this “exceptionalism,” and some
“The coronavirus pandemic is a curse. It should also serve Democratic hawks closed it out by “reclaiming” the idea on
as an opportunity, Americans at long last realizing that they behalf of their own discredited foreign policy vision. There
are not God’s agents. Out of suffering and loss, humility and may be differences in emphasis between the two camps,
self-awareness might emerge.
but there is a consensus that
We can only hope.”
the U.S. has special rights
The heart of the
and privileges that other
American exceptionalism in
nations cannot have. That
question is American hubris.
has translated into waging
It is based on the assumption
unnecessary wars, assuming
that we are better than the
excessive overseas burdens,
rest of the world, and that
and trampling on the rights of
this superiority both entitles
other states, and all the while
and obligates us to take on an
congratulating
ourselves
outsized role in the world.
on how virtuous we are for
In our current foreign
doing all of it.
policy debates, the phrase
The contemporary
“American exceptionalism”
version of American excephas served as a shorthand for
tionalism is tied up inextrijustifying and celebrating
cably with the belief that
U.S. dominance, and when
the U.S. is the “indisnecessary it has served as
pensable nation.” According
a blanket excuse for U.S.
to this view, without U.S.
wrongdoing. Seongjong Song
“leadership” other countries
defined it in an 2015 article for
will be unable or unwilling
The Korean Journal of Interto respond to major internanational Studies this way:
tional problems and threats.
“American exceptionalism is
We have seen just how
the belief that the US is ‘qualidivorced from reality that
tatively different’ from all
belief is in just the last few
– Daniel Larison
other nations.” In practice, that
months. There has been no
has meant that the U.S. does
meaningful U.S. leadership
not consider itself to be bound
in response to the pandemic,
by the same rules that apply to other states, and it reserves the but for the most part our allies have managed on their own
right to interfere whenever and wherever it wishes.
fairly well. In the absence of U.S. “leadership,” many other
American exceptionalism has been used in our countries have demonstrated that they haven’t really needed
political debates as an ideological purity test to determine the U.S. Our “indispensability” is a story that we like to tell
whether certain political leaders are sufficiently supportive ourselves, but it isn’t true. Not only are we no longer indisof an activist and interventionist foreign policy. The main pensable, but as Micah Zenko pointed out many years ago,
purpose of invoking American exceptionalism in foreign we never were.
policy debate has been to denigrate less hawkish policy
It was 22 years ago when then-Secretary of State
views as unpatriotic and beyond the pale. The phrase was Madeleine Albright publicly declared the United States to
often used as a partisan cudgel in the previous decade as be the “indispensable nation:” “If we have to use force, it
the Obama administration’s critics tried to cast doubt on the is because we are America; we are the indispensable nation.
former president’s acceptance of this idea, but in the years We stand tall and we see further than other countries into the
since then it has become a rallying point for devotees of future, and we see the danger here to all of us.”
U.S. primacy regardless of party. There was an explosion in
In a recent interview with The New York Times,
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U.S. leadership
in response to

the pandemic,
but for the most
part our allies have
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their own fairly well.
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“The pandemic sweeping the globe has done more than take
Daniel Larison is a senior editor at TAC. He has published in the New
lives and livelihoods from New Delhi to New York. It is )<:05,::,*6564@767,-9(5*0:+,56<5*,:;90*23,+6>5
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 a PhD

shaking fundamental assumptions about American excep- York Times Book Review, Politico, and other publications. He holds
, in
--,
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,  of
*(*
(':;69@/;43
history
from the University
Chicago,
and resides
in Lancaster, PA.
tionalism — the special role the United States played for Follow him on Twitter.
decades after World War II as the reach of its values and
power made it a global leader and example to the world.”
The curious thing about this description is that
it takes for granted that “fundamental assumptions about
American exceptionalism” haven’t been thoroughly shaken
long before now. The “special role” mentioned here was
never going to last forever, and in some respects it was more
imaginary than real. It was a period in our history that we
should seek to understand and learn from, but we also need to
recognize that it was transitory and already ended some time
ago.
If American exceptionalism is now “on trial,” as
another recent article put it, it is because it offered up a
pleasing but false picture of how we relate to the rest of the
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UNTANGLING AN
UNHOLY ALLIANCE
IN LONG BEACH

and balances between three branches of government—the
executive, the congress, and the courts. This is the stuff of
grade school readers. But I am afraid we are fast losing that
grand possibility.
Somehow, the Lie has become acceptable to the
majority of people. It is not that we do not know or perceive
the truth; it is just that it is easier not to defend against it. False
stories abound in the internet. We share idiotic stories
o be r t
o x news
with each other as if they were fact. We demean others, bear
h, we don’t trust the politicians, and I am sure false witness to defame our fellow man, and we seem to have
that mistrust goes back further than the senate no regret or moral compass to bring us shame. In truth, we
of Rome. Yet throughout history there have been have become numb to the lies we hear and speak.
times when those who led, those who occupied
Politics today has become a breeding ground for
places of power, actually had the trust of all. Flawed as each lies and deceit. Of course, the underlying purpose that drives
human is, unworthy as each of us is, sometimes we are called these false prophets is ambition and greed. For the most part,
upon to become more than we thought we could be. Such men politicians do not have firm beliefs—they change course and
and women we remember:
tactics with the whim of the
Winston Churchill, Mahatma
day. Standards are for stupid
Gandhi, Theodore Roosevelt,
people. Besides, the truth is
and (for me) Cicero, whose
so transparent and few can
articulate defense of the
stand the bright glare of
Roman republic comes down
scrutiny. Better to fabricate a
to us through the centuries.
lie to gloss over the uncomWhat happened to us
fortable truth.
in this time? It is not that we
There is a saying that all
do not have men and women
politics is local. To a certain
of breadth and character.
extent that is true. Long
It is not that we don’t have
Beach is a perfect example
righteous people. It is not that
of greed and ambition, of
we don’t have wisdom within
power politics, of twisting the
the ranks of humankind. What
truth to one’s advantage—or
is it then?
“gaming” the system—and
There is a downside
closing the ranks against all
to all the “advances” we
others. And we solidify these
have made in the modern
perverted alliances with
world. Propaganda has been
social media, flashy mailers,
perfected with our technoand endorsement mills that
logical advances. While the
churn out bogus results that
Nazis could only use the radio
are finalized before anyone
and movies, today we have
can say anything. Yes, the fix
the internet and all its compois in, and we might as well
nents—Instagram , Twitter,
– Robert Fox
just give up and go home.
Facebook, Reddit, and the
We say that city council
rest—in every language around the globe. Control of humans races are “non-partisan,” but that is not true. We have quite a
by those in power has been achieved through technology. few parties but only the Democrats and the Republicans rule
With a flip of the switch they can turn off our internet, our the airwaves. I do not single out one party or the other, but
televisions, our phones, or anything they wish. They can because we must be truthful, it is the “machine politics” of
control us by country, by state, by county, and by city.
the Democrats that rules this city and the county and the state.
We have set in motion a government in almost every (I do disclose here that I am a Democrat.) Common sense
nation of the world that exists primarily to sustain itself. would inform anyone that the concentration of power in one
The exceptions are notable and newsworthy. The Russian party is unhealthy and unwise. No real debate or challenge
oligarchy at least makes no pretense of being democratic. ensures that false narratives continue without opposition
They rule by dictatorship. China is the same.
or real impact. If you don’t like what is happening in the
For two hundred and fifty years America stood federal government, it is due to the same problem. There is
alone as the grand possibility of self-rule. When Benjamin an unhealthy concentration of power by one party. Nothing
Franklin was asked what kind of government we had as he ever gets done except for the constant lining of its members’
exited the Continental Congress, he remarked, “A republic, pockets.
if you can keep it.” We were founded to be a democratic
To be precise, the power players in Long Beach are
republic. Rule by representatives of the people, with checks not really Democrats per se. They have formed their own
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instead of

obstructing them?
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MONDAY
75 cent wings, $6 BBQ Bacon Burger or Chicken
Sandwich (add a side for $2.50), $3 touchdown shots,
$3 domestic pints.
TUESDAY
2 for 1 burgers. All day.
Entertainment With MIC Dangerously 1st Tuesday
of every month.
WEDNESDAY
1/2 (half) off Bottles of Wine Starting at 5PM.
Build your own grilled cheese for $9.95.
THIRSTY THURSDAY
$3 domestic pints, $8 domestic pitchers,
$14 import pitchers, $16 craft pitchers and
karaoke at 9pm. Build your own Mac and cheese
for $9.95.
FRIDAY
Happy hour buy one get one for a penny - well drinks
and draft pints. All you can eat fish and chips.
All day.
SATURDAY & SUNDAY
All you can eat pancakes 9am til 11am, $7 double
bloody Mary’s, $7 double screwdrivers, $5 Micheladas,
$3 touchdown shots til 5pm, $7 bottomless mimosas
with food purchase of $8.95 or more til 2pm.
$4 Irish Dunsmore whiskey all day every day!
Live entertainment on the weekends!
Showing all your favorite sports here!
Niner empire and LFC Long Beach Home.
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franchise, their own insular power structure. Unwittingly, we
have been manipulated here in our city to change our fundamental power base. In the 1970s it was the Press Telegram,
the largest media outlet in town, that controlled the elections
and those who would have political careers. Those who had
ambition would either be controlled by the paper or they
would lose—as the “Press” could choose not to cover them
and even fund someone to defeat them. Everyone knew it,
and almost everyone played the game.
Today, the chief powerbroker of Long Beach is
the Police Officers Association. All other unions pale in
comparison to the POA with regard to influence, money,
and an overarching control over elected officials—although
they are jealous of that power and try to win some influence
despite their lack of cash. Without the POA’s endorsement—
and their money—it is difficult to launch a campaign in
opposition to any existing power base. Almost every seated
city council member has been paid off by the POA. The
mayor was assisted in his own ambitions by over $500,000
in POA funds. So was the city attorney, the auditor, and the
list goes on. Even the chief of police cannot move against
them. Their power is like Caesar’s in Rome. Shall we make
the POA Dictator for Life? It would seem apt, but Caesar
himself would be turning over in his grave. Without even
a semblance of the benevolence he showed to Rome, the
POA gloats about their strength and revels in the corruption
it sows. No one dares speak against it lest they be destroyed.
Any candidate or person in office who would oppose or stand
up to it is targeted. Any police officer who speaks against the
corruption is slandered and tortured by its lawyers and lies.
This was the state of being in Long Beach—until this
past month. With the death of George Floyd and the uprising
of Black Lives Matter, with the exposure of police brutality
in this city, with the exposure of the graft, the bribery, and the
thievery of seated officials, the lid has been blown off the pot.
Ah, a turning point for Long Beach. Finally, there
is a chance. A small chance, but a chance nonetheless. If we
are to untangle this unholy alliance of power and greed, we
must make the POA toxic to all in the city. Toxic, such that
their money is tainted. Toxic insomuch as those whom they
endorse are degraded by association. Only then will grassroots individuals with truth in their mouths and honor on
their sleeves be able to defeat these shills of corruption and
falsehood. Democratic clubs are only shills for the mayor.
Debates are fruitless as lies are not confronted.
The world has seen turning points before, and we are
experiencing one right now. What worked for decades has
just been shaken to its core. The automatic faith of the people
in the police has been shattered. We have a new possibility
now and before we discard that precious thing that Benjamin
Franklin spoke of let us use it to our collective advantage.
It is not about defunding the police. It is about exposing the
corrupt power structure, the unholy alliance between boughtand-paid-for elected officials and that monstrously corrupt
and disingenuous union, the Police Officers Association.
We must strike now while we can to dismantle the
network of lies and support for the power cadre of our city
and our nation. We simply cannot let this chance go by and
not rise to the occasion. For the first time in decades—since
20

the early 1990s—we have the possibility of electing someone
who may speak the truth to power.
It is a long shot, but I am giving it the best I can
give. If only one person tells the truth, uncovers the deceit,
unravels the strings of power, then we can alter our perilous
course, right the ship of state, and sail once more into the
future as a democratic republic.
I bring a message of both hope and despair. Hope
that you will rise, that you will contribute, and that you will
support truth and justice and reform. Transparency, accountability, and responsibility in Long Beach. Despair that you
will be thwarted by the POA’s overwhelming monetary
influence.
All it takes for evil to survive is for the good to do
nothing.
Stand up my friends and fellow Americans. Stand
up for what is right. Stand up for a government that actually
serves the people and not itself. Let’s stop raping our neighborhoods with $70 parking tickets and $299 impound fees
to retrieve your stolen moped. Stopping the impound of our
cars for three damned tickets, with fees so steep at $1200 that
you cannot get your car out of impound, and instead watch
the city auction it off so they can make money off of your
destroyed opportunity to get to work.
Isn’t it time we had a city that serves its people and
not abuses them? Listens to its people and not dictates to
them? Assists its people—our people—instead of obstructing
them?
Robert Fox is running for City Council in Long Beach.

“Journalism is printing what someone
else does not want printed.

Everything else is public relations.
– George Orwell
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promoting “economic opportunity and healthier living.”
But such contributions, publicized with much
fanfare, in fact are chump change to these immensely
powerful corporations. For Walmart, $100 million over the
next five years represents less than 1/250 of one percent of
the nearly $3 trillion in income it expects to rake in during
that period. Put another way, its gift would translate to a mere
$13 extra a year, for the next five years, to each Walmart
employee in the United States.
And American CEOs are wealthy almost beyond
imagination: Amazon’s Jeff Bezos, the world’s richest
person, is worth $150 billion, a figure so much larger than the
average median household income of $63,000 that it requires
special graphics just to illustrate it.

ever underestimate the American business
community’s capacity for hypocrisy. That’s one of
the lessons to be drawn from the explosive reaction
to George Floyd’s murder. As demonstrators
began flooding streets, corporate PR departments flew into
rapid response mode, issuing a flurry of agonized, apologetic
A Fix Is at Hand
pledges to do more to combat racism and inequality.
Such statements may, on a personal level, be sincere:
If these companies really want to address inequality
the depth of righteous pain and anger expressed by African and improve opportunities for African Americans, there’s
Americans has induced widespread soul-searching, even in a fix readily at hand: they could simply give more money
executive suites. Yet this high-profile hand-wringing is used to their own employees, a substantial percentage of whom
to uncouple the outpouring of outrage from practices that are are Black and largely concentrated in low-wage occupanow, and always have been, at
tions. African Americans, in
the intertwined roots of racial
general, earn less than white
and economic injustice.
workers in this country do,
As they nimbly
and the jobs they hold are
co-opted the language of the
more unstable and less likely
protests, moreover, corporate
to offer benefits, all crucial
leaders offered up “solutions”
factors that contribute to our
to structural racism that won’t
persistent racial wealth gap.
diminish managerial control
Walmart, with a U.S.
or redistribute power in the
workforce of one and a half
workplace, meaning their
million, is both the nation’s
proposals won’t promote
largest employer overall
actual structural change of
and the largest employer of
any sort. With a few wellAfrican Americans; nearly
publicized contributions and
half of Walmart workers are
some new rounds of diversity
people of color. Yet Walmart,
training, business elites hope
Amazon, and McDonald’s
to emerge from the present
don’t pay livable wages.
crisis with their privilege, and
Benefits, when offered at
their profits, intact.
all, are paltry (the lack of
“Tragic, painful and
paid sick leave has become
unacceptable,” so Walmart
especially visible in COVID
CEO
Doug
McMillon
times). Schedules are unpredescribed George Floyd’s
dictable and job security
– Toni Gilpin
death.
“The
inequitable
tenuous. Working conditions
and brutal treatment of
are onerous.
Black people in our country must stop,” an Amazon tweet
How much do Black lives matter to America’s
proclaimed. “We do not tolerate inequity, injustice or racism,” leading corporations? Not enough to put any real money on
McDonald’s announced, with CEO Joe Erlinger insisting, the table.
“when any member of our McFamily hurts, we all hurt.”
They Want a “Dialogue,” Not a Union

African Americans,

in general,

earn less than white
workers in this country do,

and the jobs they hold

are more unstable
and less likely to offer

benefits, all crucial
factors that contribute to our

persistent racial
wealth gap.

Chump Change
To address this “hurt,” McDonald’s announced it
will donate $1 million to the NAACP and the National Urban
League and promised “tangible goals related to diversity.”
Many corporations made similar commitments. Amazon
said it will give $10 million to “organizations supporting
justice and equity,” and Walmart pledged $100 million over
five years to create “a new center on racial equity” aimed at
22

Also not to be taken seriously: the desire for
“dialogue” expressed by these big business titans and all
that “listening” they say they’ll do. There is one meaningful
and time-honored way to ensure that workers will truly be
heard: through a union. Unions democratize workplaces,
giving employees the collective voice necessary to put them
on a more equal footing with management, to ensure their
concerns are heeded.

For people of color, unions are especially valuable,
literally. While unions are financially advantageous for all
workers, “the gains from union membership in terms of pay,
benefits, and stability are more pronounced among nonwhite
families than among white families,” one recent study notes.
African Americans who are unionized make more money and
are more likely to have benefits like health care and employersupported retirement plans, translating to greater savings and
home ownership levels. Union membership, in other words, is
critical to narrowing the racial wealth gap.
So unions clearly empower African Americans---yet
Walmart, Amazon, and McDonald’s are unabashed unionbusters. In order to crush organizing efforts (very often led by
people of color), these companies invest far more in lawyers,
consulting firms, and employee surveillance than they’ll ever
dish out to promote “diversity.”
For Bezos, Erlinger, and McMillon, and the other
CEOs who follow their lead, genuine “justice and equity” for
their workers would come at too high a cost: allowing unions
in would require them to relinquish the total control that they
now exert over their enterprises.

BLACK LIVES MATTER

The Media Fall for It
This particular form of hypocrisy may not be much
scrutinized by mainstream media, which are, after all, also
corporate enterprises. Much recent coverage of business initiatives to address inequity has omitted issues like fairer compensation or union representation. A lengthy New York Times
article—“Corporate America Has Failed Black America”—
doesn’t mention unions at all and allots only a few sentences
to low-wage workers; the main focus is the dearth of African
Americans in top management.
And in a stunning act of appropriation, the New
York Stock Exchange observed a moment of silence to honor
George Floyd. This took place just as the stock market roared
back into full recovery, thus alleviating the real anxieties of the
1%, an irony that drew little notice.
Will corporate executives get away with this sleightof-hand, purporting to be troubled by the structural racism and
economic inequality that they, in fact, perpetuate and benefit
from? It’s through this sort of misdirection, and by narrowing
the “legitimate” terms of debate, that capitalists, as the early
labor historian Selig Perlman once noted, exert their “effective
will to power” and “convince other classes that they alone
know how to operate the complex economic apparatus of
modern society.”
After George Floyd’s death, Black Lives Matter
activists and their allies refused to allow business as usual,
and through massive protests and direct action achieved the
extraordinary: exposing to the world the brutality and racism
that define American policing. For the moment, though, it
seems that CEOs are maintaining their authority over the
“complex economic apparatus of modern society.”
Union supporters must stand up and assert their own
“effective will to power,” to ensure that the practitioners of
economic oppression are called to account—and forced to
make concessions—as well.
Toni Gilpin is the author of The Long Deep Grudge. He writes for Labor
Notes and other publications.
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PROGRESSIVE
PULSES AMONG
THE RUINS OF
RIOT

Lee’s great 1989 film---Do the Right Thing---produced a
chain of violent events that eventually brought a divided
ethnic and racial neighborhood together, though at the cost
of Radio Raheem’s life. It raised the question of whether
violence and even death are necessary to make advances
against racism, seeming to say yes in giving the nod to
Malcolm X---quotes from him and Martin Luther King end
the film, violence-with-a-purpose versus anti-violence.
Sal, the white business owner and exploiter is banished
from Bensonhurst along with the colonialism that had
the community.
o h n
a n e victimized
The mayor of Atlanta, Keisha Lance Bottoms,
he violence that erupted from the mostly-peaceful was appalled by the protests in her city when they erupted,
demonstrations around the killing of George saying they were not what Martin Luther King would’ve
Floyd has subsided, though many businesses in endorsed. If Malcolm X believed that African-Americans
Long Beach are now boarded up. In addition to had the right to use violence against the system’s
the property damage itself---in many instances not covered representatives because violence was already being
by insurance because deemed
perpetrated against them,
“domestic terrorism”---these
MLK believed it was
protective measures have
never justified; that the
a chilling effect on efforts
institutional blockage of
to participate in the full
change was never total and
reopening of the economy.
there was always a peaceful
Slogans in sympathy with
alternative.
Maintaining
Black Lives Matter (BLM)
a
peaceful
presence
grace the facades of many
demonstrates the protesters’
businesses
to
express
moral superiority, giving
solidarity with the protests,
them the credibility-edge
or to at least immunize them
through
the
innovative
from further attacks.
strategy
of
non-violent
Not that BLM was
“direct action,” succinctly
mainly responsible for the
defined by Barbara Deming
violence in Long Beach or
as “angrily fighting back
elsewhere. To date there have
with the protests, or to
against violence with poise”
been many arrests, upwards
(Alexander
Livingston,
of 10,000 according to The
“Martin Luther King Knew
Guardian (6/18), though
That
There’s
Nothing
determining who in the pool
Peaceful About Nonviolence
was violent or whether they
If You’re Doing It Right,”
will even be finally charged
Jacobin, 6/10/2020). The
awaits further investigation.
amassing of large numbers
Anecdotally,
the
home
of
witnessing
bodies-– John O’Kane
movies show a variety of
-many more than what the
perps in action---including
opposition presents---at the
young whites---but they were masked. The credibility of sites where the injustice occurred serves to bolster the
the protests depends to a great extent on who the rioters protesters’ power and substitute for the need of force. This
were, and perspectives at this point appear to be processed means occupying the spaces where the crimes occurred, or
through media scripts that have always surfaced in the where the seats of power are located that offer the potential
aftermath of these events. Prominent is the claim that the for a solution.
protests were peaceful but “outside agitators” distorted the
But the Minneapolis protests and others were
event through their organized mayhem, making it appear as spontaneous eruptions in response to a reprehensible
though blacks were burning down their own communities, killing and not planned events that would lend themselves
or even the property of their ethnic neighbors. People to direct-action logistics, their urgency fueled by the
then select the version that minimizes their cognitive pandemic-influenced availability of bodies. They lacked
dissonance, and the result is a shaky quorum on blame a director and clear direction. And when large numbers
(David Rovics, “Who’s Trashing Downtown Every Night of people gather, irrespective of the occasion, crowd
and Why?” CounterPunch, 6/3).
dynamics dictate. Ideas and sentiments get exaggerated
Have the violent “protesters” done the right thing? and impulse governs, the resulting irrationality spreading
The garbage can through the pizzeria’s window in Spike like a contagion as Gustave Le Bon showed (The Crowd).
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And the effect was compounded by the arrival of sundry
groups hitching their grievances to the primary events.
This perhaps explains how so many minority-owned
businesses and neighborhood cultural centers in the Lake
Street area of Minneapolis were destroyed.
Then there were the comments from black activists
in Minneapolis that can be taken as invitations to foment
violence. Tamika Mallory, in a fiery speech, said that the
black community learned violence and looting from white
America (DemocracyNow, 6/4/2020). This rhetorical
affinity with Malcolm X further weakens the authority of
the non-violent strategy in this incendiary context.
This issue of looting presents a glimpse of a
broader agenda than rooting out racism from police unions
and departments. The pandemic “stimulus” packages have
reprised the flawed approaches to downturns of the past
in effectively sanctioning the looting of the Treasury by
elite corporations at the expense of small businesses and
programs that can directly benefit the most vulnerable,
especially the black lower classes. These packages are
contributing to the widening of inequality, and blacks are
suffering this consequence to a greater degree than whites--though when class is factored into the comparison, we
see that poor whites and poor blacks are closer. These
payments are sold as stimuli, badly needed monetary
replenishment for a starving economy that will stabilize it,
but the recipients are not held accountable.
Senator Jim Clyburn announced recently that
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the oversight committee responsible for investigating
where the stimulus money was sent and the terms for
repayment, if any, had decided to suspend its work. Such
developments lead many to allege that the payments to
the top tier are merely welfare. The looting at the top
can create many victims through time, though they’ll be
hidden and therefore it will be difficult to prove the chain
of consequences. The victims of looting at the lower levels
are starkly identified, direct and visible recipients of theft
and destruction. How can protesters not miss this glaring
contradiction? More importantly, how can the logic of
it be explained to those who only point to the effects of
looting at the bottom, saying that the mob of heartless
rioters randomly choose innocent victims?
MLK’s gospel of non-violence possessed the
moral advantage of silencing attacks from critics when
it worked in practice, minimizing if not eliminating the
role of rioting. The massive demonstrations that dotted
the Civil Rights Movement up until the mid-1960s were
prime examples of the craft and helped get two seminal
pieces of legislation passed: The Civil Rights Act, and the
Voting Rights Act. These laid the indispensable foundation
for making future gains. The Movement was able to ally
with SDS, which practiced its own version of non-violent
direct-action, and embrace its positions against the Vietnam
War and poverty, and especially get the attention of
Presidents Kennedy and Johnson to help break the logjam
of opposition to racial justice from Southern Democrats.
Then there were the beginnings of MLK’s broadening of
the Movement to include a multi-racial coalition of the
disadvantaged, a successful strategy that continued until
his death. All these factors are responsible for ginning up
his support from the Democratic establishment and the
becoming-less-silent majority.
The start of the urban riots in the mid-1960s, as
well as the student protests that turned violent not long
after the first massive transfer of troops to Vietnam in
the fall of 1965, led to significant changes in support.
Princeton political scientist Omar Wasow, in looking at
news coverage and public opinion from this era, found that
nonviolent protests increased support for the Civil Rights
Movement and the Democratic vote-share, while violent
protests tipped public opinion away from the protesters
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and toward support for law and order and control, shifting
the vote-share to the Republicans (“The Case Against
Riots,” Ross Douthat, New York Times, 5/30/20.).
This transitioning to a law-and-order majority, to
include more and more Democrats as well, served to block
the progress of organizations that were spawned from the
constructive momentum of the Civil Rights Movement, and
especially those with MLK’s stamp. One of the principal
ones was the Congressional Black Caucus, an independent
force whose National Black Agenda, penned in the summer
of 1972, linked the struggles of blacks to the deprivations
experienced by the poor of all races. Its demands conjure
elements of today’s progressive agenda, especially with
respect to universal healthcare and a living wage. But its
positions were resisted by the governing Congressional
consensus. According to Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor, many
black politicians represented urban areas and “governing
became harder as whites fled to the suburbs.” The 1970s
also witnessed the end of the postwar economic boom and
the deepening of deindustrialization, and the changing
“economic fortunes of cities, which had been the engine of
the American economy, made it harder for the ascendant
black political class to carry out reforms” (“The End of
Black Politics,” New York Times, 6/13/20).
As a result, as Taylor claims, black elected
officials were increasingly seen as the managers of crises
in working class communities instead of leaders who took
charge to root them out, a trend that continues into recent
times. I’ll return to this point.
The consequences of these shifts were felt through
the 1970s as the right gained strength and proceeded to
nullify many of the liberal advances of the prior decade.
With respect to race, the Supreme Court claimed in
the Bakke case---1977---that racial quotas for college
admissions constituted reverse discrimination, contending
that race could be only one factor to consider in these
decisions. This diluted the spirit and substance of the
seminal 1960s Acts and led to the weakening of Affirmative
Action and its virtual elimination by the mid-1990s. It also
signaled that some members of MLK’s broad coalition
were now being left out, like poor whites. In fact, by the
mid-1970s the Democratic Party’s broad equality-agenda
was being replaced by “diversity,” the primary stress on
the demographic inclusion of non-whites.
Will this same kind of reaction happen now? Some
say that the violence of the Ferguson demonstrations in
2014 firmed up the law-and-order legions that helped
swing the election to Trump in 2016, paralleling how the
violence of 1968 supposedly tipped the balance to Richard
Nixon in that year’s election. But in the aftermath of the
few days of recent rioting we’ve witnessed mostly peaceful
gatherings whose numbers have remained consistently
large. Plus, the participants now constitute a broader,
multi-racial coalition and are supported by a global
network of sympathizers. This has given the “movement”
the credibility it may have lacked in the early moments
when it was mostly a BLM critique of police brutality.
Everything depends on how this evolves. The
aftermath of MLK’s assassination, in conjunction with the
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breakup of the student movement later that year, witnessed
the fragmenting of violence outside the framework of a
broad movement, a diversity of “Black Power” affiliations
influenced by the ideas of Malcolm X that negatively
swayed the silent majority and fence-sitting politicians.
But the confrontations between the Black Panthers and
other organizations with the Federal government were
usually mis-represented in the mainstream press, quashing
their substance and productive links to the Civil Rights
legacy. The Weathermen tried to build a larger movement
that linked racial with class and economic injustice, but
its ambitions and popularity floundered due mainly to its
endorsement of violence.
The mainstream press is now focused more on the
police as the fomenter of violence against the “peaceful”
protestors, the riotous actions against property set aside for
the moment. But have they created a new constituency of
victims ready to haunt the Democrats in the fall election?
What’s interesting is that the dynamic of protest
currently unfolding might transform conventional
expectations. The demonstrators are a diverse mass, the
large gatherings the focus for many groups with social
justice issues not directly related to race that have been
festering for some time without resolution---like the
millennials who took a hit from the 2008 Great Recession,
and other mini-generational groups that have fallen behind
from the effects of neoliberalism. Causes and accidental
allies have converged in a passionate expression for real
change, not the pseudo-solutions and stopgap fixes that
the establishment offers through the endless deferrals of
the election process. As a result, the kind of organization
and discipline that marked the direct-action protests of
the past, and when the agenda was upfront and relatively
clear, has been difficult to maintain, making at least some
measure of disruption predictable.
Who then is directing the action? Unlike the directaction-driven events of the past, these protests are lacking
a central leader. You might even say they’re leaderless, the
direction of activity pressed through participants present
at opportune moments who witness a truth emerging and
speak their experience. The guidance is decentered, not
all speakers toeing the line from an imaginary central
command. Some even want the order and discipline of
the older legacy to dominate, the rules and decorum to
be restored, to put extra-parliamentary pressure on the
system to build the kind of movement MLK had control
of. Recently Andrew Young and others who were active
with MLK have argued for reining in the transgressors and
crafting a clear agenda.
But these transgressors appear to be winning thus
far as they evolve an agenda. They fear that the order and
discipline will neutralize the energy of the protests, or
even threaten the experiment itself. They seem to support
neither the ballot nor the bullet, but surely the poised
fighting back against the power of violence, the real public
enemy, to produce results that prevent the establishment’s
cooptation of the issues.
This includes the black political class, which has
become an establishment ordering force. There are many
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more black officials today, but Malcolm X’s indictment of
the ballot rings true. They somehow slip into the habit of
supporting the existing class system and contribute to its
worsening. Since the shift in the early 1970s mentioned
above, this class has become even more entrenched.
As more blacks entered the middle class, black elected
officials became more in tune with the needs of their
middle-class constituencies than with those of the working
class, failing to invest in black neighborhoods to stop the
loss of jobs or reverse the underfunding of schools, and
trying instead to attract higher-salaried, educated workers.
Regarding the issue of policing brought to the fore
with the killing of George Floyd, they’ve done little over
the years to mitigate police violence or stop violence in
their communities. It’s interesting that the Congressional
Black Caucus played a key role in passing the Crime
Bill of 1994 which was pivotal in the turn toward mass
incarceration---and supported by black mayors in many
large cities.
Lori Lightfoot was recently elected mayor of
Chicago, one of the most violent hotspots in the country,
registering the kind of euphoria generated when Barack
Obama was elected. But as Taylor points out, this city’s
greatest public policy expenditures are for the police and
“boondoggle development ventures” that benefit the elite
while residents grow desperate for affordable housing and
investment in public schools.
Muriel Bowser, the black mayor of Washington
and strong supporter of BLM, recently proposed a $45
million increase in the police budget. But the issue of budget
priorities was raised in 2018 when three black women
sued the city claiming that its policies are mostly directed
toward attracting “younger, more affluent professionals”
and discriminate against poor and working-class blacks
who had lived in the city for generations, exacerbating the
city’s pandemic of poverty and inequality.
So it was no great surprise when James Clyburn,
the black Senator from South Carolina, strongly urged
blacks to vote for Joe Biden in the recent primary, a
move that effectively ended Bernie Sanders’ campaign.
Clyburn’s sympathies are in sync with those of these black
leaders in mostly preserving the status quo in support of
neoliberal solutions that benefit the middle and upper
classes.
One of the promising challenges to the status
quo ignited by the protests is a coalition of groups called
the Movement for Black Lives (M4BL.org), founded in
2014 by young black leaders in the wake of the Ferguson
shooting. Concerned with much more than mere police
reform, it proposes to put pressure on multiple fronts
to break the system that enslaves blacks, especially the
larger class system. It recognizes that neither political
party is adequate to produce the sustained action needed
for real change. A good chunk of its issue agenda reads
like MLK’s but without the urging of a broad multi-racial
coalition and inspirational hope through ballots. Another
chunk reads like Malcolm X’s endorsement of community
empowerment but without bullets. The linkage of ideas
from these historically divided directors of actions creates
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a more realistic mapping of social reality from which
credible solutions can be forged.
The impulse of these activists is to battle
institutional racism on the one hand, and the entrenched
black political class on the other. The issue is whether they
can mobilize the energy from these protests into a broad
multi-racial coalition whose actions and successes become
resistant to backlashes. This means fighting the power of
the real public enemy, the asset-producing hierarchy that
manufactures lack and deprivation and fuels artificial
sentiments, dividing individuals and groups against each
other, reigniting old frictions and unleashing new ones.
Efforts to reform racist attitudes are not sufficient
to root out racism which thrives through the workings of
this power that enables its possessors to maintain the class
system’s degrees of enslavement throughout all racial
and ethnic enclaves in society. A racist-free society is
synonymous with a win-win logic, what Barack Obama
identified in a speech from 2008 as the goal of an equitable,
multi-racial society. If one group believes to have gained
at the expense of another, the ensuing frictions virtually
guarantee violence.
Reprinted from CounterPunch.
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PROTESTING RIOTS

ANOTHER LONG,
HOT SUMMER IN
AMERICA

them in the streets.
The protests in 1968 were
not just about racial inequality, but
also about the Vietnam War. The two
issues were related. President Lyndon
B. Johnson, responsible for escalating
a n
u r u m a
that reckless and savage war, was a
Democrat, the same man who passed
ould the United States
civil rights bills that had actually
be facing a reprise of the
improved African-Americans’ lives,
summer of 1968? Then, too,
and by doing so provoked the hatred of
the world saw images of
many Southern voters, who switched
popular rage boiling over in America,
their allegiance to the Republican
as mostly African-American inner
Party, helping to push it further to the
cities went up in flames, and young
right.
people were tear-gassed, charged
The “shouters” and
at, and often brutally
“demonstrators”
that
beaten by riot police and
Nixon railed against
National Guardsmen.
were not just black
The result of the
people, but also young
civil disorder was what
whites who resisted
some liberals in America
being forced to fight in
fear will happen later
a war they considered
this year. The Republican
immoral. Robert F.
presidential
candidate
Kennedy, the candidate
Richard Nixon promised
who promised to end the
the “silent majority,” the
war and who visited the
“non-shouters,” and the
burning ghettos to calm
“non-demonstrators,”
African-Americans’
that he would restore
fears, was assassinated
law and order with force.
two months after King.
Devastated,
mostly
Nixon won the
African-American urban
election that November
areas
were
starved
not only because he
of federal funds and
soothed the panicked
further isolated, white
“silent majority” with
suburbanites bought more
acknowledged, still make them
promises of law and
guns, and police forces
order, but also because
were armed as though
Hubert Humphrey, a
they were a branch of the
decent
mainstream
military.
Democrat, refused to
The trouble in
condemn the Vietnam
1968, like the protests
War. Joe Biden, this
today,
also
started
year’s
presumptive
with anger against the
Democratic candidate,
oppression
of
black
– Ian Buruma
has shown that for
people in America. A day
all his flaws, he may
after Martin Luther King,
not be another Hubert
Jr., declared that “the
And yet, there are important Humphrey. His sympathies are
nation is sick,” he was shot dead by a
white racist criminal. The protests that differences between now and the clearly with the demonstrators. Biden
followed were not just an expression summer of 1968, apart from the fact has publicly recalled many instances
of anger at King’s murder, but also that the music was more interesting of police violence against unarmed
the lack of economic and educational then, and there were more sexual black people and promised to reform
opportunities that were the result of a opportunities. The last point is not law enforcement.
In bad times, the challenger
entirely frivolous. Being effectively
long and often violent racist history.
Despite
an
African- locked up in relative isolation for has a certain advantage. Just as
American’s two terms in the White several months will only have added Johnson was held accountable for
House, conditions today are hardly to the frustrations of many young escalating an increasingly unpopular
better – and in some ways worse. people, who are only too glad to vent war, the current occupant of the
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King’s violent death was echoed this
year by that of George Floyd, the
defenseless 46-year-old black man
in Minneapolis killed by a policeman
who kneeled on his neck for almost
nine minutes.
Moreover, COVID-19 has hit
African-Americans with particular
fury, because many lack financial
savings and are forced to work in risky
areas, as nurses and other “essential
workers,” often without proper health
care. Once the global depression
sinks in, many won’t be cushioned by
anything at all.

Many Americans are
clearly horrified by their

president’s crass and
incendiary words.

But will their disapproval
be offset by anxiety about

violent social unrest?
Will age-old racial prejudices,

often unspoken, or even

vote for the false security

of a coarse
white bully?
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White House will have to own the
sickness of America today. Donald
Trump cannot be blamed for the
COVID-19 pandemic, but he can be
held accountable for botching the
response.
Likewise, the institutional
racism that once again is setting
America’s streets on fire did not
begin with Trump. But he has
deliberately fanned the flames by
insulting dark-skinned immigrants
as criminals and calling armed white
supremacists decent, by dismissing
angry black protesters as “thugs,” and
encouraging militiamen, guardsmen,
and policemen to do their worst, or as
he put it with a snarl: “Please don’t be
too nice.”
While some groups on the
far right in the US talk, hopefully,
of a coming “race war,” Trump does
nothing to dampen their violent
enthusiasm. On the contrary, he
seems to revel in it. Trump’s recent
tweet that “when the looting starts, the
shooting starts” is a direct quote from
the police chief of Miami, Florida,

who ordered his troopers in 1967 to
aim their shotguns at demonstrators
from the “negro areas” in his city.
This is called “stirring up the
base.” And much of Trump’s base
surely will be stirred up. The big
question in November will be what
people who voted for him in 2016, but
are not as fanatical in their support,
will do. What are white suburban
women, midwestern blue-collar
workers, and elderly southerners
(who are among most vulnerable to
COVID-19 infection) thinking now?
Many Americans
are
clearly
horrified by their president’s crass
and incendiary words. But will their
disapproval be offset by anxiety about
violent social unrest? Will age-old
racial prejudices, often unspoken, or
even acknowledged, still make them
vote for the false security of a coarse
white bully?
Much will depend on how
hot this summer gets. If people
think rationally in November, it is
hard to imagine that enough of them
would vote to keep this appalling

administration in power for another
four years. But fear is reason’s worst
enemy.
Ian Buruma writes for Project Syndicate and
other publications.
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material included in the course
ONLINE EDUCATION read
syllabus for both the online part of the
IN A TIME OF GRAVE course and the regular class meetings.
The desire for spoon-feeding was an
DANGER
issue that consistently was apparent,

H o w a r d L i s n o ff

I

taught
a
college
course
online. I used a program that
was accepted at that level of
education as the standard for
teaching. The program took several
sessions of individual instruction at
the community college’s tech center
and lots of off-site practice to become
competent in meeting
students online for one
class out of four classes
each week. There is also a
learning curve for students
in how to use and navigate
online learning software.
I enjoyed the one
night a week I met with
students online, but there
were several weaknesses
in the online experience
that I consider now that
schooling across the
country has moved online,
or what is called distance
learning.
The
course
I
taught
was
a
compensatory
reading
course that first-year
students tested into as one
of three areas; the other
areas were composition
and mathematics. The
remedial nature of the
course created some
learning issues that traditional
academic subjects probably did
not face as compensatory topics
do. That said, there are areas that
both compensatory and traditional
academic instructors face that are
similar. I did not have an online
component to the regular academic
course that I taught.
Getting all students to join the
online segment of the course was only
partly successful. Students did not
always remain consistently involved in
the online class discussion, something
not unusual for compensatory
programs, but especially hard to deal
with in compensatory education.
It was difficult to get students to

both online in the classroom setting.
Given the experiences related
above, I wondered (“Education
Crisis: From Pre-K to Higher Ed,
Students Face Unequal Access
During Coronavirus Shutdown,”
Democracy Now, April 29, 2020)
how online instruction worked as
masses of students had this kind of

Students did

had absolutely no conversation. There
were no emergency plans for closing
of schools, for ceasing education.
When it became clear that it was
putting teachers and students and…
the numbers of educational workers
who have lost their lives or fallen ill
attempting to stay in classrooms, we
had no plans for what happens if you
take schooling offline. We quickly,
across the country, New York City
and elsewhere, decided on remote
education.
Access to the Internet is the
first consideration in
online education, with
some students deprived
of easily accessible and
reliable Internet service.
Whether or not students
interact online and the
degree to which they
complete online work
assignments presents
another valid issue. How
much supervision can
adults at home provide
for students?
What
computer hardware do
students have access to
for online instruction?
What are the learning
programs being used
online and how much
training do educational
staff and students have
in using the software?
I spoke with one
parent of a special
education student who
related the experience
of supervising his child’s learning
online as onerous and incredibly
time consuming during a time that
he was fortunate to be able to work
online from home. Another parent of
a regular education student reported
that her child had one whole-class
learning experience each day and one
more targeted learning interaction. I
do not know what software programs
were used for these online learning
sessions or their effectiveness.
Education needs face-to-face
instruction, practice, and social
interaction between adults and
children. Those variables are
accepted and Covid-19 has stolen
that interaction from millions of

not always remain
consistently involved in the

online class discussion,

something

not unusual for

compensatory programs, but

especially hard to deal
with in compensatory
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education.
– Howard Lisnoff

instruction as the only source of their
education during this pandemic: This
is Noliwe Rooks author of Cutting
School Privatization, Segregation,
and End of Public Education:
“As I’ve seen in so many
other areas, the pandemic is exposing,
just shining a light on, inequalities
that are already there, as we see
people who are impacted, who are
falling ill, tend to be poor, tend to be
Black, Latinx. The children who are
suffering the most with this closing
down of schools share similar kinds
of demographics.”
One of the things that is
perplexing---and hopefully we can
come out of the other end of this
really taking this seriously---is we

teachers, children, and young adults.
As a society, the educational system
at all levels was largely unprepared
for online instruction. As someone
experienced in educational issues,
I can see the virus providing new
“opportunities” for wealth and power
to attack the effectiveness of public
schooling in the US and attempt to
further privatize the system, the latter
being an area (an example is charter
schools) that has not proved superior
to public schooling.
Unions, under attack since the
Reagan administration, now face the
priorities of an education department
at the federal level that would like
nothing more than to weaken unions
and schooling in the US with more
privatization. As this pandemic has
provided opportunities for wealth
concentration by the already wealthy,
it will also provide opportunities
for further privatization of public
schooling. Kids will lose in the end.

climat
O N L I N E E D U C AT I O N

The News
the anchors take off their clothes
is it murder or love?

I get close to the TV

I get real close to the edge

the anchors put it all in perspective
I try to find a space under

the carpet to hide in

and now, the sports

and now, the sporting knife
of fury will

take you dancing
even if your legs
don’t exist
– Scott Wannberg

Howard Lisnoff is a freelance writer. He is
the author of Against the Wall: Memoir of a
Vietnam-Era War Resister (2017). He writes
for CounterPunch and other publications.

Scott Wannberg is the author of The Official Language of Yes!
available from Perceval Press

$5 off your next in store purchase of $25 or more!
Includes any service & accessories.
One coupon per transaction.
Expires: 9/30/20

MON-FRI: 11AM-6PM
SAT: 11AM-5PM
SUN: 11AM-4PM

562.336.1423 • 1906 EAST 4TH STREET • LONG BEACH, CA 90802
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ONCE AGAIN

Rare Collectibles and Antiques not found
anywhere else in Long Beach.
From half a century to several centuries old.
Vases, paintings, portraits, glassware, chairs, goblets, bureaus,
tables, plates, mirrors, earthenware jugs, bowls, bookcases,
religious statues, coat and hat stands.
1512 East Broadway
Long Beach, CA 90802
714-989-0317
gguzmango123@gmail.com
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Beauty by the Beach Salon
Elizabeth Harrison Ramos
Salon owner - Hairstylist
Hairdresser
wanted for booth
rental in neighborhood
salon!

562.254.1214
2234 East Broadway, Long Beach, CA 90803
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POST OFFICE PURGE

THE USPS AND
SENIORS

Max Richtman

F

or more than two centuries,
the nation’s postal service has
bonded Americans scattered
across a vast continent. To
most of us, the U.S. mail is an essential
institution. For American seniors, it is
nothing less than a lifeline. Today’s
older Americans rely on the postal
service for mail-order prescription
medications, paying bills, casting
ballots in our nation’s
elections, and keeping in
touch with loved ones. The
Coronavirus pandemic has
only intensified seniors’
dependence on the United
States Postal Service
(USPS).
How unfortunate,
then,
that
President
Trump—who claims to be
a champion for seniors—
shows open disdain for the
postal service. It’s no secret
that USPS is in serious
financial peril. Among
other challenges, the
postal service needs better
cost control measures
and is required by law
to pre-fund 75 years of
health care premiums for
retired employees—which
no other U.S. employer is
compelled to do. With its
costs rising and revenue
diminished (a situation
aggravated by the COVID crisis),
some projections suggest USPS could
become insolvent as early as September
if it doesn’t get a sizable emergency cash
infusion from the federal government.
Instead of helping, President
Trump has rubbed salt in the wound
by calling the postal service “a joke,”
opposing emergency funding, and
installing a Republican donor with
no relevant experience as Postmaster
General. Meanwhile, Congress has
made a limited effort to prop up USPS.
The CARES Coronavirus Relief Act
included a $10 billion loan for the postal
service. The latest House-passed relief
bill, the HEROES Act, includes $25

billion in emergency funding, but the
postal service says it needs $75 billion
to remain solvent. Unfortunately, some
on Capitol Hill are hesitant to approve
any new money---and the President is
openly hostile to the idea.
Refusing to bolster the United
States Postal Service in its time of
need is nothing short of a betrayal of
American seniors, who are more reliant
upon the U.S. Postal Service than
any other age group. For many older
citizens, there is no replacement for the
U.S. Mail. According to the National
Council on Aging, “41 percent of older

prescriptions. Many pharmacies outside
of major urban areas have been forced
to close due to the pandemic. Imagine
these seniors suddenly cut off from
their heart, asthma, blood pressure, or
diabetes medications because the postal
service is allowed to go bankrupt.
Older Americans also rely
on the mail to exercise their right to
vote—primarily due to health issues,
disabilities, or lack of transportation.
Again, this is especially true for rural
voters, who tend to be older on average
and may have difficulty reaching remote
polling places. For these American
seniors, voting by mail
truly is the only option.
Unfortunately, President
Trump is waging a
veritable war on mail-in
voting, likely fearing that
it will hurt his chances
for re-election. He even
threatened to withhold
Coronavirus
relief
funding from Michigan
and Nevada because they
are expanding voting by
mail.
For isolated seniors,
the postal service also
provides some of the only
regular human interaction
they experience during
the course of the day or
week. Casey Cep, the
daughter of a longtime
letter carrier, wrote in the
New Yorker, “My mother
is so close with the people
who live along her route
that they have always felt
like second or third cousins to me.”
Cep says that her mother once rescued
a senior on her route who had fallen
and couldn’t call for help. Fortunately,
her mother is not unique; many postal
workers fill that role. In fact, USPS
offers a Carrier Alert program where
letter carriers routinely monitor the
well-being of elderly customers. That
service, which helps to safeguard
seniors in our communities, would
disappear if USPS collapses.
Seniors also rely upon the mail
to maintain crucial social contacts.
That’s 18 million seniors whose only
means of communicating with friends
and relatives, besides the telephone, is

Refusing to bolster
the United States Postal

Service in its time

of need is

nothing short of a

betrayal of American
seniors, who are more

reliant upon the U.S. Postal

Service than any
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other age group.
– Max Richtman
Americans do not use the Internet at all,
meaning more than 18 million seniors
might be cut off from [services] they
need most.”
It is not an exaggeration to
say that many seniors literally could
not obtain their prescription medicines
without mail service. Older Americans
simply do not pick up medications from
the pharmacy at the rate younger people
do, especially during the Coronavirus
crisis. In fact, the Postal Service
delivered 1.2 billion prescriptions
in 2019, including nearly all of the
prescriptions for older veterans through
the VA health system. Seniors in rural
areas especially rely on mail order

POST OFFICE PURGE
the U.S. mail. The demise of the postal
service could harm seniors’ sense of
well-being. No responsible leader
should allow that to happen.
Just as crucially, the postal
service provides many seniors with a
means of financial independence. USPS
is one of the nation’s major employers of
older workers. As of last year, the postal
service employed 50,000 workers aged
65 and older, and an additional 186,000
workers aged 55-64. ‘Postal worker’ is
one of the most popular jobs for seniors,
who often confront age discrimination
or more arduous physical demands in
other fields.
It’s clear that the United States
Postal Service provides tremendous
service and value to seniors, not to

mention millions of other Americans.
According to a recent survey, more
than 90% of the public (across party
lines) has a positive view of the
postal service—higher than any other
government agency. It does not seem
politically wise for the President or his
allies in Congress to undermine such a
patently popular American institution.
The President’s attempt to undermine
the postal service is more evidence of
his indifference to the needs of older
Americans. This includes the Trump
administration’s proposals to misuse
Social Security funding for unrelated
purposes, to slash Social Security
Disability Insurance, to weaken
traditional Medicare, and to eliminate
federal grants for Meals on Wheels and

home heating assistance for seniors.
During the COVID crisis, the Trump
administration has failed to help contain
infection rates and deaths in nursing
homes, while insisting that the country
re-open as the virus continues to take
a disproportionate toll on the elderly.
What a terrible time, then, to threaten
the lifeline that the U.S. mail provides to
millions of older Americans. If “neither
snow nor rain nor heat nor gloom of
night” prevents the postal service from
fulfilling so many of our seniors’ needs,
then neither should the President or the
U.S. Congress.
Max Richtman is president and CEO of the
National Committee to Preserve Social Security
and Medicare. He is former staff director at the
United States Senate Special Committee on Aging.

1501 Santa Fe Ave. Long Beach, CA 90810
310-986-0938 • stevenc.lbca@gmail.com
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Recent book by Alan Shayne

AVOID THE APOCALYPSE
THE PAST IS PROLOGUE
CONNECT THE DOTS
• Evolution
• Religion
• Exploration
• Colonization
• Exploitation
• Revolution
• Destruction

• Reconciliation
• Vindication
• Contrition
• Globalization
• Unification
• Emancipation

EACH DATE IN THIS BOOK REPRESENTS
A KEY WORD OR EVENT IN HISTORY.
WIKIPEDIA OR GOOGLE WILL
PROVIDE THE DETAILS.

alanshayne1931@gmail.com

Hours: Mon - Fri
6:30am to 4:00pm
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Goose River Press
3400 Friendship Road
Waldoboro, ME 04572-6337
www,gooseriverpress.com
Available From:
gooseriverpress@roadrunner.com

